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General comments 

On the whole, this year’s paper was well received by the majority of students. The performance 
was very slightly better compared with last year’s cohort. This was mainly due to the interesting 
nature and accessibility of some questions. 

It was noticeable that the main difficulties some students seem to have are the ability to read 
complex text, understand sophisticated vocabulary and address the questions, especially when 
answering questions that require longer answers. In particular, students could not be awarded high 
marks on the literary essay questions as, despite their thorough knowledge of the texts, they 
seemed to lack the experience and skill needed to write focused answers. Teachers are advised to 
prepare exemplar answers to questions to show students what is expected of them, and to use 
past examination papers, mark schemes and reports on the exam to help students to improve their 
exam technique. 

Moreover, teachers need to focus particularly on the teaching and learning of language and 
grammar to equip students with the skills to answer questions with the depth and maturity required 
at this level. 

 

Section 1 Comprehension 

On the whole, this section was well received by the majority of students. There were two texts set 
for reading and comprehension.  

Question 1 (a) 
For Question 1(a), students were required to read a passage in Panjabi on the effect of following 
suggestions for good sleep and then answer five short questions relating to the text. For each 
question, students were required to write two or three sentences at the most. However, answers 
had to address the questions in a relevant and direct manner. Answers which were vague and 
lacked focus were worthy of little extra credit and they were not awarded marks. 
 
Part (i) was generally found to be quite accessible. Most able students were able to provide both 
details required for two marks. They were required to write that ‘nIMw wa smA inSicq hoxa cahIwa hE, 
]qe G<t qoM G<t 7 GNte sOxa cahIwa hE’ or words to this effect. Many less able students missed one 
detail and therefore could not be awarded the full two marks available. 

Students found part (ii) quite within their reach. They were expected to write two of the following 
three details: ‘cNgI nIMw vasqe iwmag ¥ TNda r<Ko, mn ¥ SAq r<Ko, iwmag ¥ qxa] qoM mukq r<Ko’.  Most 
students were able to score full marks. 

Part (iii) was answered reasonably well by most students, and the majority were able to score at 
least one mark out of the two available. There were only three details available. Students were 
expected to write two details from the following three: ‘burI]A/iPkr valI]A/[uwas kr wex valI]A 
g<lA bare na soco, ZrUrI kNmA wI sUcI bxa l[u, (raq) ws vje qoM ba]w tI vI, kNip[Utr qe mobaizl Pon wI 
vrqoM na kro’. More able students were able to score full marks. Some less able students relied on 
copying chunks of text and lost marks.  
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Part (iv) was answered correctly by the majority of students, and most were therefore awarded full 
marks. There were two details available and students were required to give both. These were: Kaxa 
sOx qoM G<t qoM G<t iqNn GNte pihlA Ka{‘, and a reason: ‘quhadI KUn ivclI SUgr sarI raq vWI rhegI qe 
sOx iv<c muSkl pEwa kregI .’ 

Some students found part (v) somewhat challenging. Over half of students were awarded one 
mark out of the two available. Students were required to write: ‘khaaxI ]anNwmzI qe hOlI rPqar nal 
c<lx valI hove, iZ]awa [uqeijq krn valI na hove .’ Some students gave only part of the required 
information. 

Question 1(b) 
This question was accessible and attempted well by the majority of students. The text was based 
on the topic of ‘Correct control over children: a big challenge for parents’. Students were required 
to write ‘true’, ‘false’ or ‘don’t know’ for each of the statements. Parts (iii) and (v) were found to be 
challenging by some students. Only the most able scored full marks on this section. 

Question 1(c) 
This question required students to read the first part of a sentence and match it with an appropriate 
second part. This question proved to be a reasonable challenge, although the majority of students 
did perform well. Parts (i) and (iii) were the two questions which nearly all students answered 
correctly, and part (v) was the most challenging. 

 

Section 2 Translation 
This question was a translation of an English text into Panjabi on the topic of ‘A South American 
woman who grew up with monkeys in the Columbian Jungle’. Students engaged well with the text 
and the majority were awarded average or above average marks as they seemed to understand 
the text, its language and the content. However, there were some words, phrases and sentences 
that created problems for some students. The majority found the word ‘dense’ difficult to translate 
into Panjabi. Other words that students found difficult to translate were: 

South – w<Kx 
Character – paqr 
Group – JuNd 
Survived – bcwI 
Grand children – poqe/woqe, poqI]A/woqI]A 
Feels – mihsUs krwI 

 
On the whole, students performed quite well on this question. However, there were many students 
who, in spite of their good vocabulary in Panjabi, were not awarded high marks because of very 
poor spelling and serious grammatical mistakes. 
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Section 3 Literary and non-literary essays 
 
This section is divided into four topic areas, two literary and two non-literary topics. Students are 
expected to choose only two topics for their two essays. Each topic has two alternative questions 
of which the students can answer only one. 
 
Literary Topics 
 
Topic 1 (The British-Panjabi Short Story) 
 
Question 3(a) 
 
ijhfI khaxI]A wI ikqab qusIM pfHI hE [us ivclI]A ikse wo khaxI]A ¥ mu<K r<Kwe hoze wo ]Orq paqrA 
wI khaxI iv<c BUimka wI qulna krwe hoze [uwahrxA sihq iz<k leK ilKo . 
 
This question tested the students’ knowledge, understanding and appreciation of the literary 
aspects of the British-Panjabi short story. In the introduction, students were expected to identify the 
text chosen for the answer and the author should have been clearly named. Then the student 
should have stated clearly the two stories chosen to answer the question. Students should also 
have been aware of the time period in which the stories are set.  
 
Students were expected to identify two female characters in two stories from the text and 
described their roles briefly in the respective stories. Then they were expected to develop the 
essay by comparing their roles. Students were also expected to discuss and analyse the impact of 
their role on plot development. The student should have evaluated this impact by linking the roles 
of the two female characters to the main events in the stories by giving examples. Sstudents were 
then expected to conclude the discussion by giving their own reaction.  
 
This question was less popular with students. The majority of students who chose this question 
based their answer on ‘bwrNg’ leKk iSvcrn ig<l’. A small number chose ‘Srn’ leKk surjIq isNG 
kalfa’. The texts and the authors were clearly stated by most students. More able students wrote 
detailed essays outlining the role of two female characters. However, less able students resorted to 
describing the stories without a real focus on the question. In these cases, students were not 
awarded high marks. 
 
Question 3(b) 
 
brqanvI pNjabI in<kI]A khaxI]A we ivSe pNjabI BazIcare wI]A sm<is]avA hI nhIM w<swe 
sgoM h<l krn we suJa] vI iwNwe hn . ijhfa vI khaxI sNgRih qusIM pifH]a hE [us qe izh kQn 
ik<QoM q<k lagU huNwa hE ? ikse wo khaxI]A we ]aWar qe izs ivSe qe [uwahrxA sihq iz<k leK 
ilKo . 
 
Again, this question tested the students’ knowledge, understanding and appreciation of the literary 
aspects of the British-Panjabi short story. In the introduction, students were expected to identify the 
text chosen for the answer and the author should have been clearly named. Then the student 
should have stated clearly the two stories chosen to answer the question. Students should also 
have been aware of the time period in which the stories are set.  
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Students were expected to comment briefly on the opening statement. They were then expected to 
develop the essay by outlining the problems of the Panjabi community in Britain in the two stories 
selected. Then students should have analysed the stories to find out if and how the author 
provided solutions to the problems portrayed. They should have evaluated the extent to which the 
statement in the question applies in the two stories selected. Students should have linked their 
explanations to the stories by giving examples. Finally, they were expected to evaluate the 
discussion and to give their own reactions.  
 
Nearly all students who attempted this question stated the text studied and identified the two 
stories clearly. In the best essays, students selected problems portrayed in the two stories selected 
and discussed how the author provided solutions within the stories. Some very able students read 
the preface and showed knowledge and understanding of the author’s intentions behind writing the 
stories. More able students discussed and evaluated these in detail. However, less able students 
focused on describing the stories without much personal reaction. Such essays were not awarded 
high marks. 
 
Topic 2 (The Panjabi Novel) 
 
Question 4(a) 
 
ikse navl ¥ sPl bxa[ux lzI navlkar ¥ saihqk kla we v<K-v<K DNg vrqxe pEMwe hn . 
ijhfa vI pNjabI navl qusIM pifH]a hE [us iv<c navlkar ne ]ijhe ikhfe DNg vrqe hn ? 
[uwahrxA iwNwe hoze iz<k leK ilKo . 
 
This question tested students’ knowledge of the Panjabi novel they had studied. In the introduction 
students were expected to identify the novel and its author. Students should have been aware of 
the time period in which the novel is set.  
 
First students were expected to reflect briefly on the opening statement to show what they 
understood by it. Then they were expected to discuss and explore the contribution of different 
aspects of literary qualities such as language, style and dialect, plot and scene setting etc in 
making a novel successful. The student should have then analysed these in relation to the novel 
chosen. The points made should have been supported and justified by giving examples from the 
novel selected.  
 
In conclusion, the students should have referred to the main discussion points and evaluated the 
extent to which the various literary qualities contribute to making the novel successful. Students 
were expected to offer their personal reactions based on the discussion in their essays.  
 
This essay was not a particularly popular choice. Those who chose to answer this question 
answered it on the basis of the novels ‘iz<k cawr ]<WoraxI’ leKk rijNwr isNG bewI, ‘mqrzI mA’ leKk 
nank isNG ]qe ‘piv<qr papI’ leKk nank isNG’. The novel studied, and the author, was clearly stated 
by nearly all students. Many of the responses were superficial and lacked depth. Only the most 
able appreciated the question fully and explained the literary techniques used by the author to 
make the novel successful.  
 
A number of students described the story without addressing the question and so could not be 
awarded high marks.  
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Question 4(b) 
 
ijhfa pNjabI navl qusIM pifH]a hE [us iv<coM ikhfe paqr ¥ qusIM naizk/naizka cuxoge ]qe 
ik[uM ? izs navl we ]aWar qe [uwahrxA sihq iz<k leK ilKo . 
 
This question tested students’ knowledge of the Panjabi novel they had studied. In the introduction 
students were expected to identify the novel and its author. Students should have been aware of 
the time period in which the novel is set.  
 
First students were expected to identify the main characters, and then to decide on who is a 
hero/heroine. Then they were expected to explain how and why this character is worthy of this title 
and is important to the story. The discussion should have been linked to the role of the character in 
the novel and backed up by examples from the novel. 
  
In conclusion, students should have referred to the main discussion points and evaluated the 
extent to which the chosen character’s role is pivotal to the plot. Students were expected to offer 
their personal reaction based on the discussion in their essays.  
 
This was a very popular question.  There were some excellent essays written for this question. 
Most of the responses were based on characters of ‘mwn’ ]qe ‘jmna’ from the novel ‘mqrzI mA’. A 
small number of students based their responses on the novel ‘iz<k cawr ]<WoraxI’. Good essays 
justified their choice of hero and heroine well. A small number of students concentrated on 
describing the story and did not justify their choice well.  
 
 
Non-literary Topics 
 
Topic 1 (Socio-Economic Study of the Panjab (India) Since 1947) 
 
Question 5(a) 
 
pNjab iv<c ]avajazI we saWnA bare ]apxe qjrbe we ]aWar qe iz<k jaxkarI BrpUr leK ilKo . 
 
This question tested the student’s knowledge and awareness of the transport system in the 
Panjab. 
  
In the first part, students were expected to outline the main means of transport used by the public 
in the Panjab. Then, they should have discussed and explored the effectiveness and difficulties 
associated with the transport system.  
 
The following points may have been included in the discussion:  

• People travel mainly by scooters, motorcycles, cars, buses, trains  
• An increasing number of people travel by cars and own them  
• Trains are considered to be a reliable means of travel and are preferred for long 

distance travel  
• There are considerable traffic problems leading to congestion and delays  
• Some roads are in poor condition, which affects travel and safety  
• The number of road accidents is on the increase and many prove to be fatal  
• Driving is a challenge as people on the road don’t follow traffic rules  
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• Or any other relevant points.  
 
In conclusion, students should have referred to the main discussion points and evaluated the  
overall success/effectiveness of the transport system in the Panjab. They were expected to offer 
their personal reactions based on the discussion in their essays.  
 
This question was attempted by a significant number of students. More able students offered a 
good number of points and detailed discussion. However, the responses from some less able 
students were shallow and lacked detail and discussion. In such cases, they were not awarded 
high marks.  
 
Question 5(b) 
 
‘pNjabI iPlmA pNjab iv<c rihNwe ]qe ivweSA iv<c vswe pNjabI]A wI iZNwgI wI shI qsvIr 
peS krwI]A hn’ . izs kQn nal qusIM ik<QoM q<k sihmq ho ? ]apxe qjrbe we ]aWar qe iz<k 
jaxkarI BrpUr leK ilKo . 
 
This question tested the students’ knowledge and awareness of the subject matter of Panjabi films.  
In the first part, students were expected to comment on the statement in the question about 
Panjabi films mirroring Panjabi people’s real lives. Then they were expected to discuss in detail 
whether or not this is true in relation to Panjabi films with examples.  
 
The following points may have been included in the discussion depending on the films chosen:  

• Issues of unemployment  
• Family feuds over family land  
• Difficulties faced by the Panjabi people moving abroad  
• Economic pressures and problems related to farming and farmers  
• Or any other relevant points.  

 
In conclusion, students should have referred to the main discussion points and evaluated the 
overall representation of the issues and difficulties faced by Panjabi people in Panjabi films. 
Students were expected to offer their personal reactions based on the discussion in their essays.  
 
This question was attempted by a significant number of students. They generally engaged well with 
the question, and some more able students wrote very good essays. They elaborated on the points 
expected and provided logical arguments with suitable examples. These students illustrated their 
arguments with clear examples from the films. However, some less able students’ essays lacked 
discussion and examples. Most answers were of average and above average standard and scored 
good marks. 
 
Topic 2 (The Panjabi Community in India and Abroad) 
 
Question 6(a) 
 
pNjabI]A ne brqanI]a we ]ariQk ]qe smaijk Keqr iv<c kI yogwan paiz]a hE ? izs ivSe qe 
iz<k jaxkarI BrpUr leK ilKo . 
 
This question tested the students’ knowledge and awareness of the social and economic 
contribution made by the Panjabi people in Britain.  
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The following points may be included in the discussion:  

• The majority of Panjabi people work and pay taxes  
• A significant number hold highly paid jobs and pay higher rate tax  
• A significant number contribute to the society  
• There is a noteworthy number of Panjabis who own and run businesses and provide 

employment for others   
• There are many Panjabi councillors, some Lord Mayors and even MPs  
• Or any other relevant points.  

 
In conclusion, students should have referred to the main discussion points and evaluated the 
contribution of the Panjabi people in Britain. Students were expected to offer their personal 
reactions based on the discussion in their essays. 
 
This question was a reasonably popular choice. There were many excellent responses provided, 
which addressed the question in detail. Some less able students left out the more important points 
and answered more at personal or family level rather than discussing the broader Panjabi 
community. 
 
Question 6(b) 
 
gurwu]air]A iv<c pNjabI klasA wI igxqI lgaqar vW rhI hE . quhade ivcar ]nusar 
]ijha ik[uM ho irha hE ? gurwu]air]A iv<c pNjabI pfHa[ux iv<c kI muSklA ]a rhI]A hn ? 
[uwahrxA iwNwe hoze iz<k jaxkarI BrpUr leK ilKo . 
 
This question tested the students’ knowledge, awareness and appreciation of the role of gurdwaras 
in teaching Panjabi. In the first part, students were expected to reflect on the opening statement. 
Then they should have explored the reasons why there is a significant increase in the teaching of 
Panjabi in the gurdwaras. 
  
The following points may have been included in the discussion:  
 
Reasons for increase of Panjabi classes at gurdwaras:  

• Panjabi is central to the Panjabi culture and religion as it provides access to religious 
scriptures and history  

• Panjabi is highly valued as a mother tongue and it is an effective way of connecting with 
your roots and background      

• Gurdwaras see it as their duty to promote Panjabi  
• Or any other relevant points.  

 
Difficulties in teaching Panjabi at gurdwaras  

• Shortage of suitably experienced Panjabi teachers  
• Dependence on voluntary work  
• Unsuitable learning environment in some cases  
• Lack of resources  
• Or any other relevant points.  

 
Students should have referred to the main discussion points and evaluated to end with an overall 
conclusion. They were expected to offer their personal reactions based on the discussion in their 
essays.  
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This was a very popular question. Most of the responses were authentic and relevant. Students 
engaged well with the question, showing appreciation of the role of gurdwaras in teaching Panjabi. 
 
Good essays went into considerable detail covering a range of reasons for the increase in Panjabi 
classes in gurdwaras. Equally, such essays showed deep understanding of the problems 
encountered. Less able students did not address both parts of the essay equally well, and their 
language and grammar skills were observed to be weaker among these students generally. They 
were therefore awarded lower marks in general in this area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Use of statistics 
Statistics used in this report may be taken from incomplete processing data. However, this data still 
gives a true account on how students have performed for each question. 
 
Mark Ranges and Award of Grades 
Grade boundaries and cumulative percentage grades are available on the Results Statistics 
page of the AQA Website. 
 
Converting Marks into UMS marks 

Convert raw marks into Uniform Mark Scale (UMS) marks by using the link below. 
UMS conversion calculator   

http://www.aqa.org.uk/exams-administration/about-results/results-statistics
http://www.aqa.org.uk/exams-administration/about-results/uniform-mark-scale/convert-marks-to-ums
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